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Hi, my name is Morten. 
I'm six years old and live in 

Skansekvateret in Nørresunby 
with my family. I like to use 
my bike wherever I go, but 

sometimes my parents feel like 
it's easier and safer to drive me 

places.

My name is Rasmus. I just moved into 
a new apartment on the harbourfront 
with my wife and two kids. I work on 

the outskirts of the city on the Aalborg 
side, so I take my car everyday. I like the 

freedom it gives me, but the traffic is 
sometimes terrible.

My name is Margretha. I have 
lived in Nørresundby my whole 

life. I like going to the local square 
and the library during the day, 

and sometimes I take the bus to 
Aalborg city center. You will meet 

all of us again later on in this 
report! 



Strategic vision 2030

What if? Vision

For the year 2030 we envision a scenario where people are 
aware of the social and environmental benefits of walking 
or cycling and that about half of all trips are made by 
bicycle, on foot or with the help of electrical scooters etc. 

This future can enhance the livability of the citizens of 
Nørresunby, promote sustainable transport choices and 
increase the quality of the area. 

Mobility 2040 plan
- BRT
- Third crossing of the fjord
- New railway line to the airport 
- Sharing arrangements for cars
- Cycle campaigns
- Safe and attractive cycle routes 



What can be implemented in the area around 
Nørresundby bridge landing to 

increase its propensity and robustness as a coherent 
soft mobility node for the future?

Strategic vision 2030



Soft Mobility Station 
Walking School Buses 

Meeting point, transit space, recreational area  

Streets connecting to the harbourfront
-viewlines
-prioritizing soft mobilities 

Crossings
-safety
-designated lanes

Public spaces
-transit and recreational 
-meeting points 

Main soft mobility movement  

Soft mobility movement  

BRT-line   

Strategic plan

Strategic vision 2030
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Atmosphere
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peaceful

Unsafe

Peopel orientated

Intersection with 
Vesterbrogade.

Cycling down Beach 
Street.

Crossing over to green pathway 
on Harbour street

Under bridge. Beach Street. Bridge landing area.

Nørresundby square. Harbour Street.Parking area at the bridge 
landing.
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Wide road preventing 
softer mobilities to 
cross safely

Nonexistent bicycle lanes
and disconnected to the 
surrounding context

Parked cars blocks 
connecting views

Pedestrians are moving 
unsafely around the crossing on 
narrow pedestrian pathways

Problems and potentials

E
F

A West and east crossing

Description:

Potential:

Big intersections, busy tra�c.
Lack consideration for softer mobilities.

Connect bike lanes.
Create awerness towards softer mobilities.
How to create safe pedestrian crossing at a 
main vehicle road?

Space at Bridge landing

Description:

Potential:

Space up against two main roads spliting 
weast and east.
Space used for parking. 
Small pedestrian pathway along building

Connecting the two crossing. Making ithe 
space more legigeble to �nd Nørresundby 
Square.  Transforming it into a station for 
softer mobilities instead of car parking.

Roads connecting to Harbour

Description:

Potential

Beach Street and Harbour Street are 
streight connections to the recreational 
harbour front from the intersections.
Today roads a used for parking blocking 
the view

Creating clear connection to the harbour. 
Making it a transition from the main car 
tra�c to a area for softer mobility.

Public space under the Bridge

Description:

Potential:

A windy and open public space at the 
bridge. Unheeded area.
Lacks safe and guiding pathways.

Connect softer mobilities and pedestrians 
under the bridge. 
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Recreational area
Green area
Challenges - critical point of contract
Opportunities for good connections
Bus connection
Bus stops
Future BRT Line
Opportunity for the �rst BRT stop in Nørresundby
Future green school pathway

Critical areas for achieving connectivity 
throughout the spread area 
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Design focus

1:2000

Safe, clear and efficient movement lines for 
pedestrians and bicyclists

Facilitate livable and functional 
meeting points

Increase the pedestrian flow and 
public life



Concept 1 Concept 2

Bicycle movement Bicycle movementPedestrian movement Pedestrian movement
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A - Concept 3 2025
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Bicycle movement Pedestrian movement
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connecting bicycle movement

There is space for me and my 
bicycle now at the square and to 
cross the intersection is so much 

easier. I feel like the cars are 
aware of me and can see 

me coming!!

My one weekly trip to 
SuperBrugsen has changed into 

several small trips. The walk 
to the harbour is very pleasant, 

especially on sunny days, and the 
crossings seem more 

safe now.



B - Harbour street 2025B - Beach street 2025
• What is it now: car centric street that is lacking 

bicycle lane and pedestrian crossings

• What is the planned function of the place: street 
where the space is balanced between all modes 
of transportation with focus on soft mobility, 
connection to the harbour

• What kind of problems do we want to solve with 
this space: the lack in ease of movement and safety 
for soft mobility users

• How the new space promotes legibility: dedicated 
soft mobility crossings directs the movement 
between all users

• What are the affordances of the new space/design: 
safety, legibility

• What is it now: car centric street that is lacking 
bicycle lane and pedestrian crossings and 
connections

• What is the planned function of the place: street 
where the space is balanced between all modes 
of transportation with focus on soft mobility, 
connection to harbour

• What kind of problems do we want to solve with 
this space: the lack in ease of movement and safety 
for soft mobility users

• How the new space promotes legibility: dedicated 
soft mobility crossings directs the movement 
between all users

• What are the affordances of the new space/design: 
safety, legibility

Nowadays I use my 
bicycle for small 

everyday errands. It is 
efficient and enjoyable. 

I also get some 
exercise done!

My parents allow 
me now to cycle 

with my friends to 
school because of the 

continuous bicycle 
lanes all the way to the 

school
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road island
building outline

pedestrian path

tree
Nørresundby square

bicycle lane
bus stop
car lane/parking area
road island
building outline



C - Public space at the bridge landing 2030

• What is it now: Neglected and open space that is mostly used for car parking. 

• What is the planned function of the place: Attractive transit space and public realm, 
         meeting point (for walking school buses in particular), soft mobility station

• What kind of problems do we want to solve with this space: Lack of safety, legibility and connection to its surroundings

• How the new space promotes legibility: By clear zoning

• What are the affordances of the new space/design: integrated play elements for kids to make their way to school 
more attractive, more pedestrian area around traffic lights to make it safer, better definition of path and resting areas 
for elderly people, meeting point 

existing trees
recreational area
soft mobility station
bus stop

main pedestrian movement
bicycle movement
windy & noisy side

meeting point

connected pedestrian movement
connected bicycle movement
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Walking school bus is the best 
thing that has happened to me! 
Now in the mornings I just drop 
my kids off at the meeting point 

and go ahead with my 
day knowing that they are 

taken care off.
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trees

recreational area
low greenery

soft mobility station
bus stop
urban furniture
main pedestrian movement space
bicycle lane
connected pedestrian movement
connected bicycle movement
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Strategic concept Design plan



Mobility Station
With my friends 

we use these stations as 
meeting points. We just agree 

to meet up by the purple 
station and everyone knows 

which one it is.

Light feature especially 
during winter time makes 
it feel more secure when I 

come from work and park my 
bicycle at the station. 

- two size options
- colour variations
- a roof that protects from rain and snow and is equipped with a light 
strip along the edge to assure visibility in the night
- an information panel
- can facilitate soft mobility transport options as mixed  or single
parking stations



Physical model



D - Public space under the bridge 2030

Restruants/ 
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Outdoor 
Seating

Seating Space/ 
pause space

Recreational area

Green
play area

CONNECT 
TO STAIRS

CONNECT TO 
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Green Bu�er

CONNECT TO 
GREEN PATH
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connected bicycle movement

tree

green buffer area
low greenery

recreational area
urban furniture
main pedestrian movement space
bicycle lane
connected pedestrian movement
connected bicycle movement

• What is it now: undefined large open space used for transit from west to east and to the harbour front

• What is the planned function of the place: a transit space that allows people to pause along the way, 
central meeting point

• What kind of problems do we want to solve with this space: clarity of the movement lines for pedestrians 
and bicycles, improve atmosphere

• How the new space promotes legibility: separate movement lines and clearly marked paths for the 
users 

• What are the affordances of the new space/design: better transit , essence of nature, public and social 
life and meetings, accessibility for everyone, the space gives people a change in environment on their 
daily commute
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Bike Path Pedestrian 
Path
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Now I come 
to Kulturbroen a bit 

before the board game 
tournament starts, 

because I enjoy sitting 
outside for a bit and taking 

in some vitamin D while 
people watching.
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Strategic concept Design plan



Colour concept

Colour

Colour + pattern

Warm colours -  exciting and stimulating

Colder colours - calm, thought provoking, logical, tempered, 
                             tender, trustworthy

Colour + dense pattern



Colour concept



Conclusion

Climate & Environment Economy & Resources 

Livability 

SUSTAINABLE 
MOBILITY

- Mobility affects physical and mental health and is 
essential to be able to participate, experience and 
contribute in daily life

- With improved conditions for sustainable transport 
modes, the project can contribute to increased and 
better choices for this in the future

- The focus should be on safe solutions, better 
utilization of existing infrastructure, and changing 
transport behavior in a more economically 
sustainable direction



Conclusion

The colorful spaces 
and routes make 
it fun to hang out 

and move through 
the area! There are 

always a lot of people 
around.

Deciding to use my 
bicycle for daily trips has 
benefits for me and the 

environment. 

The redevelopment of the 
area has kept its original 

structure, so I’m familiar with 
how to move around. But it 
feels a lot safer and clearer 

now! 

Making Motion Matter
- Coherent soft mobility node
- A tool to guide the desired future
- Adaptable and extendable 

Strategic Concept 2030



THANK YOU!

Laura Gélie, Zane Kraujina, 
Eline Netland, Chrisann Rodrigues


